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members (and regulators) for information, advice
and general support. A busy time!!

Directors’ Welcome
Dear Member
W elcom e
to
the
Summer 2011 edition of
our newsletter.
As you will be aware this
Spring/Summer
has
been a tumultuous time
in our Association’s
history. The busiest and
most
popular
conference to date and
then the news that Dr Tom Pickerell was moving
across the pond to start a new life ‘stateside’ with
his young family. I am sure the whole Association
will wish him well in his move and success in his
new post.
This change has occurred at the same time that we
announced the Appeal to raise funds, to help put
SAGB on firm financial ground, after the indication
from Fishmongers’ Company that, whilst their
support to our Association remains firm, they wish
their money to be used on ‘projects and wider
benefit work’ and not on our core costs. We, the
industry now have to step up to the plate and find
improvements and solutions to the ‘funding’ issue.
In this regard each and every member has a role to
play in the future of our Association.
During this transitional time we have also had to
deal with the usual plethora of consultations, policy
recommendations (CFP reform to name but one),
and promotions as well as the requests from

It has now been agreed that I should take over
from Tom as director and I relish the opportunity to
represent the industry that I have been involved in
for the past 30 years. I look forward to meeting as
many of you as possible in the forthcoming months
ahead.
The workload won’t be easy as we have significant
challenges ahead, Crab management, Gigas
oysters, shellfish mortalities, Norovirus, the MCZ
process, UK aquaculture strategies, our Insurance
scheme and finances - to name a few, but with
support from our membership and your Council
members I feel very buoyant about the future.
Undoubtedly, the message surrounding the
inherent sustainability of many shellfish species,
the provenance of that shellfish and the health
benefit of shellfish consumption is generating more
press and hopefully that, in turn, will lead to firmer
prices and a more vibrant industry.
I wish you all a successful Summer/Autumn, let’s
hope the weather is kind to us and I look forward to
working with you, and for you all in the future.

David L Jarrad

The Shellfish Association of Great Britain
Fishmongers’ Hall
London Bridge
London EC4R 9EL
t: 020 7283 8305
f: 020 7929 1389

www.shellfish.org.uk │ http://twitter.com/SAGB

│ www.youtube.com/ShellfishGB
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View from the President
‘Money Makes the World Go Round’
If you are of a ‘certain generation’, the above
caption will conjure up a picture of Liza Minelli and
Joel Grey singing the song of that name in the film
‘Cabaret’. To others, the caption may mean
nothing more than a tired old phrase of no
particular significance.
To our Association however, the meaning of the
phrase runs much deeper. You could say that it
sums up what can only be described as a matter of
life and death. Elsewhere in this newsletter, our
Chairman, Dr Colin Bannister, tells of the response
so far to the Appeal and his letter sent to all
members earlier this year gave a very full
explanation of the need for it.
Many members have told me or written to me of
the need for us to keep up the good work. Some
have emphasised the need to do more because
other voices (on issues that affect our industry) are
louder and having too much influence. Those
voices are inevitably significantly better funded and
equally inevitably do not understand (let alone
reflect) the views of the shellfish industry.
One thing that has become clear to me in recent
months is that nobody has suggested that our
present funding is adequate or that we should not
be reviewing our membership structure and
subscriptions. We have been working hard on that.
It has not been easy.
The ‘office’ often hears that ‘others’ should be
paying more. In truth, the entire industry should be
paying more for the representation and support it
receives.
It would be sad indeed if this
representation and support is only truly appreciated
when it is no longer available. After all, you only
miss something when it is gone!
It is said that a nation gets the government that it
deserves.
The shellfish industry and its
representation could be said to be similar. It is
possible that, without more support from the
industry, this representation could be reduced to a
faint whisper - or none at all. Do we really want
that?

This note would be incomplete without a brief
reference to the debt we owe to Dr Tom Pickerell,
who is leaving us now. The Shellfish Industry
Development Strategy is a key landmark in the
progress of our industry.
Huge as it is, it
represents only a small part of the valuable legacy
he leaves behind him. We shall miss him.
It needs to be said also that, with David Jarrad now
in charge, our Association is in safe hands.
Jeremy Simmonds, President.
Some thoughts from the Chair, Dr Colin
Bannister.
Up to mid-August, the sub-total generated by the
Appeal that I launched earlier in the year is just
over three thousand pounds. We are very grateful
to those who have kindly contributed thus far, but
we very much hope that in the next couple of
months other members who have yet to contribute
will feel able to do so, and move us on towards our
hundred thousand target in time for further
important discussions about our future that are
scheduled for the November Council. Clearly, if
our Appeal falls far short of target, those
discussions will need to identify the work areas that
SAGB may no longer be able to afford in the future
as our core funding from Fishmonger’s Company
diminishes.
In the last few weeks, David and Jeremy have
continued to work on fine-tuning the proposed new
Membership structure that was circulated at the
Conference, in the light of some of the valuable
comments that we have received from Council and
other members to date, and in this newsletter you
will see that we have launched the final version.
The reasons for the new structure are our wish to
bring new life to our business by broadening the
scope for attracting new members, and to bring the
subscription rates themselves more in line with
what we see in other comparable bodies, given
that our current subscription income of £27 000
(2010) is less than a third of basic salaries and
running costs. Clearly, no subscription scheme
can be perfect, or will please everyone, and we
may have to make further adjustments later as our
experience with the new scheme develops. It must
be said, incidentally, that some members are
actually in arrears, so the question of ‘prompt’
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subscription renewals also needs to be addressed.

42nd Annual Conference Summary

Regarding the Questionnaire that was sent out with
the Appeal, the responses, though limited in
number (28) have been very encouraging, in the
sense that most of them considered membership of
the Association to be good value for money, that it
does a valuable job and were supportive of our
current priorities, such as water pollution,
legislation, molluscan and crustacean
management, testing for pathogens, and norovirus.
We were also urged to increase membership and
membership benefits, but given our limited
manpower in the office, I have to say that the task
of recruitment would be greatly assisted if existing
members also took some responsibility for this, by
making sure that you spread the word about our
work to all your friends and colleagues in the
industry or related bodies. It was suggested that
we could perhaps extend the concept of holding
more meetings regionally, and also that we should
give more thought to how we ‘charge’ for some
aspects of our advice to individual members once
an issue makes demands that exceed a basic
minimum (yet to be defined). David will certainly be
giving some thought to these aspects over the
coming months.

The 42nd Annual SAGB Conference began with
an introduction and welcome from Jeremy
Simmonds, SAGB President, who explained that
the team had secured a superb set of speakers
covering a range of issues.

I wish to record my thanks to all those members
who actively continue to support the Association by
attending the Conference and the Committees, or
who contribute their expertise to the work of the
Association in other ways. I am afraid that over the
last month or two it hasn’t been possible for me to
touch base with many of these individuals in
person because Jeremy and I have been so busy
with the issues surrounding the appointment of
David Jarrad as Director, but we are both very
mindful that you, our members, are the life blood
that keeps us going, and we are extremely grateful
for your contribution.
Finally, I join with David in wishing Tom every
success for his future in the USA, and to thank him
for his significant contribution to SIDS as Shellfish
Development Officer, and for the hard work that he
put into publicising the work of the Association, and
developing our portfolio of wider-work projects,
during his short period as Director.
Colin Bannister, Chairman

In 2009 the inaugural Drummond Lecture –
established in honour of Maldwin Drummond,
SAGB President from 1986-2008 – was given by
the man himself. The Drummond Lecturer can
nominate their successor and in 2010 Dr Peter
Hunt (SAGB Director from 2000-2009) nominated
Dr Colin Bannister. Accordingly Colin delivered
this year’s Drummond Lecture entitled “Securing
Resources – A Scientist’s View”.

Colin noted that scientists and those within the
shellfish industry needed to develop agreed
formal long-term management plans and look to
set out maximum sustainable yields. This can be
achieved by having a cap on harvest rates. He
also noted that there is a major requirement for
effective enforcement in shellfisheries and
venerated regulating orders which clearly show
the joint benefits of 'control through ownership'
and consensual participatory management. Colin
has nominated our Assistant Director, David
Jarrad to deliver the 2012 Drummond Lecture.
Next Juliette Hatchman, from Defra’s Shellfish
Team, gave a talk on Defra’s plans toward
achieving sustainable stocks of brown crab and
lobster around the English Coast. She explained
how a raft of proposed measures to control the
fishing effort on shellfish stocks would be based
around a Rights Based Management system
(RBM), where the stakeholders will play a major
role in its delivery. Juliette noted that Defra are
ideally looking to implement fully an RBM system
for brown crabs and lobster to coincide with the
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completion of reform of the English under-10
metre fishing fleet (on white fish stocks) by 2013.
Dr Linden Jack from the Food Standards Agency
(FSA) was next up and she explained the FSA’s
work on improving the shellfish classification
scheme in England & Wales. This work was
prompted by a joint SAGB/FSA workshop held in
November 2010 which identified practical
difficulties with applying current system, including
delays in response to high results (downgrades)
which can have a major impact on industry but
may not provide additional public health
protection.
Short-term
measures
include
developing a new approach for dealing with high
results while longer-term measures include riskbased sampling and the use of impedance as a
validated alternative testing method.
Alex Adrian from Crown Estates gave an
overview of Crown Estates involvement with UK
shellfish aquaculture including the regional
differences in legislation and planning across the
UK administrations. Alex was followed by Miguel
Neto Ferreira from Dawnfresh, the second largest
supplier of scampi frozen in the UK. In a lively
presentation Miguel gave a summary of the UK
Nephrops fishery and it’s importance in Scotland
and noted that despite catches being down from
2007 prices were heading for record highs.

Following the success of Richard Haward’s talk
on “How I get shellfish from sea to plate” last year
it was decided to offer the first slot after lunch at
future Conferences to SAGB members to talk
about the history of regional shellfisheries. This
year Ken Lynham gave a well-received
presentation on “The Spirit of Portland”,
particularly the interaction between the Portland
stone industry and the local fishing community.
Ken finished his talk with a plea to policy-makers
for sensible conservation measures and national
control of waters between 0-12nm.

Mandy Pyke from Seafish then explained, with
the aid of apples and an orange, how ozone can
be used for purification. Following a convincing
argument about the uses of ozone for bacterial
depuration Mandy concluded that there has been
no apparent evidence to date that ozone will
guarantee total virus inactivation – rather the
solution is to stop polluting food growing waters!

The next speaker had travelled all the way from
Louisiana to talk to us. Mike Voisin from Motivatit
Seafoods gave an extremely interesting talk on
the impacts of the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill
on the Gulf of Mexico Oyster Fisheries. Mike
noted that he believed BP had acted responsibly
and contrary to some media reports it was the
freshwater, diverted from the mighty Mississippi
River into the salty waters where the shellfish
grow, that had caused mass mortalities of oysters
rather than oil. In fact little oil reached any oyster
bed.
An excellent example of a ‘bottom-up’ approach
to fisheries management was presented by Dr
Andy Read, Director of the Isle of Man Fisheries
Directorate. Andy told the story of how the Isle of
Man queenie fishery had gone from bust to boom
through a series of industry-supported measures
such as closed areas and increased minimum
landing sizes. The local industry are rightly proud
of their achievement and were awarded MSC
accreditation (the presentation took place at our
Annual Dinner later that evening) and are close to
achieving PDO; Protected Designation of Origin
status.
James Wilson, SAGB Mollusc Committee
chairman, then gave an esoteric (James’ own
word!) on “MSC or not MSC that is the question”.
Through the medium of art James challenged the
benefits of MSC certification and noted “It
sometimes can feel as though we are in the midst
of an eco-label arms race”. The final talk of the
day was from James Marsden, Director of Marine
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at Natural England (NE). In an eagerly anticipated
talk James updated the Conference on England’s
contribution to an ecologically coherent UK MPA
network. He discredited the view that NE already
have a secret map of draft MCZs and while
acknowledging the concern among fishing
interests about representation on stakeholder
groups noted the process is not about majority
voting but collaborative decision making. James
also touched on industry concerns on the
openness, transparency and rigour of the NE
evidence-base and industry concerns about what
will be permitted, what will be regulated and what
will be prohibited. Time will tell whether the
audience was convinced by his messages.
Day 2 began with a talk from Dr Lynn Gilmore
who is leading another ‘bottom-up’ approach to
fisheries management, this time with Northern
Ireland brown crab. Lynn gave a very
encouraging talk on the efforts to date in working
with the local industry in sustainably managing
this valuable fishery. Measures examined
included pot limits, quotas, increased minimum
landing sizes, curfews and closed seasons. A
draft final report will shortly be reviewed by the
project Steering group who will, when approved,
submit to DARD as a proposal. Lynn realistically
expects to see management in place from 2012.
Lars Brunner from SAMS (Scottish Association of
Marine Science) told us about developments in
the field of integrated multi-trophic aquaculture
(IMTA). IMTA is defined as the rearing of a fed
aquatic species - which could be a fish such as
salmon, for example - in association with species
that occupy other trophic levels, making use of
the waste products of the fed organisms.
Typically, this association involves species such
as seaweeds, filter-feeders such as molluscs and
deposit-feeders. The research looks promising
and may be hugely beneficial for shellfish
cultivation in the future.

Sir Angus Stirling, Chairman of Fishmongers’
Company Fish & Fisheries Committee then gave
a talk on the long relationship between the
Company and the SAGB. Sir Angus praised the
work of the Association but noted that the
Company was aiming to move away from corefunding and instead provide funding for widerbenefit project work. Sir Angus challenged the
whole industry to support the Association,
echoing the words of Jeremy Simmonds at the
previous evening’s Annual Dinner.
John Adams MBE, a fourth generation
fishmonger at Ashton’s Fishmongers in Cardiff
gave an entertaining presentation on the
importance of fishmongers in supplying shellfish
to the public. John noted that before 1939 the UK
had nearly 10,000 fishmongers but the figure is
now 950. Despite this, independent fishmonger’s
collectively sell over £250 million of seafood per
year, which is about 25% of the total UK chilled
fish sales. John also gave us his thoughts on the
legislation prohibiting moularia. John’s views
received much sympathy from the audience.

The closing talk of the conference was delivered
by Elaine Connelly from Defra’s Water Quality
team and Rod Palfrey from WRc. They presented
the initial findings from a Defra-funded research
project looking at the impact of waste water
treatments on removal of noroviruses from
sewage. The study determined that sewage
treatment reduces norovirus load, although
different treatment processes remove norovirus at
different levels. Activated sludge processes and
Membrane Bioreactors are the most effective
methods. Rod ended the talk by noting the likely
cost of replacing all sewage works which
prompted a good discussion on the “polluter
pays” principle.
The 2012 Conference will take place on
Tuesday 22nd & Wednesday 23rd May
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SAGB Council Update
At our Council meeting in March 2011 we
welcomed Jerry Percy, joining the Council in his
capacity as Crustacean Committee chair and we
launched into a discussion of SAGB’s strategy. A
number of important strategic decisions were made
by Council and these are summarised below.

Another key decision made by Council was to
agree a revised membership structure that more
accurately reflects the diversity of current and
potential membership. Furthermore, it was agreed
that the membership fees be revised to reflect the
value of the Association’s work more truly. This is
covered later in this newsletter paper.
Brown Crab Management

Key March 2011 Council Decisions
The SAGB should not sell investments at this time
Council agreed that due to the share prices being low
at the moment it was not beneficial to sell them at this
time.
The SAGB should consider establishing a charitable
arm;
Council agreed that this option would not be pursued
at the present moment.

A large Interreg funding bid has been submitted by
15 organisations across 5 Member States to
continue our work on agreeing and implementing
management measures, promotion and quality
standards for brown crab. Should this be
successful, we will be able to claim 65% of all staff
time and travel devoted to this work-stream.

We should charge travel expenses to members (our
time is free);
Council agreed there was a need to create a policy
regarding when and if to charge Members for additional or specific visits to their premises which would
be over and above their membership entitlement. It
was felt at the moment this should be discretionary.
The giving of advice to and the devotion of time to
non-members also requires a policy;
Council agreed that we should restrict the assistance
given to non-members.
A thorough review of membership rates and categories should be implemented;
Council agreed the SAGB should work on a changed
membership structure. It also recommended the considering of a Life Membership category with a one-off
single payment.
Communications with members to be kept under review
Council agreed that two hard-copy newsletters per
year plus the e-newsletters were sufficient.
Should we produce an end of year summary of our work?
Council agreed that this was not necessary as it is
covered in the Director’s AGM Report.
Council needs to agree on key work areas
Council agreed that, for the time being and subject to
affordability, all the SAGB ongoing workstreams
should continue.
Should the SAGB continue with promotional work?
Council agreed that the SAGB should continue with
promotional work providing the costs did not come
from core funding.

UK MPA Forum Stakeholder Forum
This stakeholder forum (attended by David) was
convened and run by JNCC. Whilst purporting to
be a UK forum, in reality Wales and Scotland (Gov
and SNCA’s) were not present. The main thrust of
both presentations and the dialogue that ensued
was a deep concern that the Network of MCZ’s
was being rushed at a pace that will deliver a poor
result in an unacceptable manner. The majority of
attendee’s were unhappy with the process, from
aggregate dredging, leisure activities, commercial
activities and fishing. The presentation by the MMO
indicated the belief that a large burden will be
placed on the newly formed IFCA’s.
A number of ‘complaints’ arose, indicating the
unwillingness or inability of the regional groups to
accept new information. It is apparent that there is
a concern that a large number of willing
participants are not being heard. It is felt that to a
large extent the Shellfish sector falls into this
category.
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It was generally believed that if the MCZ process
fails to deliver as anticipated, it will be because the
process has failed the stakeholders and not the
other way around.
UK Aquaculture Forum
The third UK Aquaculture Forum took place on
25th February at Defra. Unlike previous meetings
the emphasis was on presentations of ongoing
work rather than discussions of issues. This may
reflect the current status of aquaculture within
Defra and we are hopeful the English Aquaculture
Strategy will remedy this. The next meeting will be
in October in Brussels.
Cleaner Seas Forum
This forum (attended by David) was convened by
Defra and chaired by the Minister, Mr Richard
Benyon MP, to discuss the issues of water quality
affecting the Bathing Waters Directive and the
Shellfish Waters Directive (soon to be subsumed
by the Water Framework Directive). It was well
attended by organisations such as FSA, HPA,
NFU, EA, Water companies, Surfers against
Sewage, MCS, RNLI, Water UK, Crown Estates
and a plethora of Government agencies.
The scene setting presentation by the EA, was
‘singing the praises’ as to how well the UK is doing
in achieving good quality beaches and shellfish
waters however the new Bathing Waters Directive,
with its more stringent standards, indicates that
more needs to be done. SAGB pointed out that in
practice, using the classification data, water quality
has deteriorated and not improved over the past 20
years and in addition the loading of Norovirus on
our shellfish growing waters is unacceptable, it is
important to find a mechanism for the Polluter to
Pay.
The Minister was very forceful in his defence of the
industry and said “It is imperative to remember that
we are dealing with a growing industry and one we
wish to see grow further and we have to protect
both the industry and the health of the consumer”.
He added further “I am determined to assist the
SAGB and the shellfish industry in achieving water
quality that will help this important growing
industry” and “I strongly want to see some action
on this”. The SAGB could not have asked for more!
The forum has agreed to meet on an annual basis

and some subgroups will be set up in the interim.
SAGB have agreed to sit on these.
The main aims of the forum as a whole will be to:
 Map all the Combined Storm Overflows (CSOs)

that impact on bathing and shellfish waters
 Improve

understanding of when CSO’s
discharge and to communicate that information,
in real time, to those that it affects (Beach
managers and shellfish industry).

 Ensure all discharge consents are adhered to
 Find ways for further reduction of pollutants

entering the coastal waters.
The second meeting of the Forum was a smaller
work-stream meeting to discuss the practicalities of
how the information of real time pollution events
can be disseminated to the public. There have
been successful pilot projects (in the South West)
where the internet, twitter and text alerts have been
used. It is intended this will be rolled out for bathing
waters in the Summer of 2011. With regard to
Shellfish waters, however, there is a reluctance on
the Water Companies part to inform harvesters.
This we can only surmise to be due to potential
litigation.
However
in
the
recent
Cleaner
Seas
Teleconference (last week) the text of a letter from
the Minister (on behalf of the Forum) to Water UK,
was agreed, which urges the water companies to
engage with the industry and to set up ‘pilot sites’
for dissemination of real time data on spills to
occur. It was also agreed that there is an urgent
need to progress this work forward, in order to
protect our shellfish waters and public health.
Shellfish & Climate Change
The predicted impacts of climate change look
extremely
unfavourable
for
shellfish
and
shellfisheries. The SAGB has been invited to join
the European Project on Ocean Acidification
(EPOCA) Reference User Group (RUG). This
group of end-users works with the leading
scientists on ocean acidification to understand and
communicate the key issues emerging from the
research on this key issue of global concern.
The RUG has been developed to help ensure that
the results of scientific studies on ocean
acidification are of the greatest application to end-
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user organisations. To this effect the ‘Reference
User Group’ advisory body will work with the
projects to ensure that this occurs.

– £5,000. There will be EFF funding to help with up
to 50% of the accreditation process. Other sources
of funding are also likely to be available.

Aquaculture Stewardship Council (ASC)

The SAGB and the Food Standards Agency
(FSA)

The Bivalve Aquaculture Dialogue process was set
up by WWF in an attempt to produce worldwide
sustainability and social standards in Bivalve
Aquaculture. There are a further seven standards
for other aquaculture species – Abalone,
Freshwater Trout, Pangasius, Salmon, Seriola &
Cobia, Shrimp and Tilapia. Only the Bivalve,
Pangasius and Tilapia standards are complete the
remainder should be complete within 12 months.
The SAGB has been involved from the start and
was elected onto both the European and the
Global Steering Groups. Over a three-year period,
almost 400 additional people joined the
discussions. The work ended in August 2010,
when the first set of credible global standards for
the bivalve aquaculture industry was published.
The final standards will help transform an industry
responsible for producing approximately 25 percent
of the world’s farmed seafood.
The Standards document has been handed to the
newly ASC http://www.ascworldwide.org - who will
administer the accreditation process. The set of
guidance notes to the standards assessors is
currently being finalised.
David has been nominated by the Global Group
onto the Technical Advisory Committee of the ASC
on behalf of the Bivalve Dialogue. The first meeting
of the TAG was in Vancouver in February but, due
to financial constraints we were unable to attend,
the second, however, was in Brussels in early May
and was attended by David. The majority of the
meeting was regarding the TAG and ASC ‘rules
and regulations’ and how, in practice, it will work.
Once the funding is in place for TAG members it is
anticipated that we will become more involved.
With regard to the standards themselves, Certifying
Bodies are currently being trained and in the near
future it is anticipated that accreditation will
become available, with pilot ‘certification’ occurring
first.
The SAGB believe that most if not all UK farms will
be able to achieve these standards and it is
anticipated the costs will be in the region of £3,000

We are pleased to report that there seems to be a
renewed level of co-operation with FSA which has
recently led to some pragmatic and practical
solutions to issues facing our industry. Following
the introduction of the 24hr DSP test in February,
upon instruction by Europe, some ‘spurious’ and
unexpected results were found and some
harvesting areas were closed as a precaution.
After strong representations by SAGB and the
ASSG the FSA decided to revert to the 5hr test.
The renewed co-operation has led to other
improvements such as the rapid classification of
new harvesting waters and the confirmation of the
duties that local authorities have for classifying any
shellfish water. You will have heard about the
ongoing FSA work on restructuring the
classification scheme from Linden Jack yesterday.
SAGB, NUTFA & Fishmongers’ Company
At the behest of the Minister (who asked if
Fishmongers’ Company could help out the New
Under Tens Fisherman’s Association (NUTFA)),
the SAGB have offered ‘hot-desking’ facilities to
Jerry Percy (NUTFA Chief Executive and
Crustacean Committee Chair) in the office. This
arrangement has proved mutually beneficial for all
parties and strengthened the links between SAGB
and NUTFA and may result in (i) more members
and (ii) commission from insurance.
Cockles
The SAGB has been actively involved in the Burry
Inlet Cockle Mortality issue but has decided to
operate on a more strategic, UK level in
collaboration with the major processors to try and
find a solution to the problem of cockle mortality
and management.
We have secured funding from Crown Estates
(£3000), Seafish (£3000) and are discussing
support from processors (£4000) to coordinate a
one-off “Cockle Forum” to raise the political profile
of the issue and agree action points. This will be
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followed by 3 meetings to ensure the action points
are being taken forward and decision-makers and
managers are held to account.

ASSG. This co-ordinated approach has to-date
proved effective and we arranged a visit for the
Defra team to West Mersea & Maldon in April to
demonstrate how cultivation occurs. This resulted
in the Defra team acknowledging that cultivated
shellfish should be excluded. Defra are now having
internal discussions with their legal team. We
estimate that this will save the industry
approximately £500,000.
Recipe booklets

Cadmium in Crabs
The Commission have released an advisory note
on cadmium in brown meat of crabs effectively
recommending each Member State take a decision
on the appropriate course of action. This stems
from the Italian government’s concerns and could
be viewed as a compromise from the Commission
who have avoided recommending a regulatory limit
in brown meat (there is one in white meat).

The Crustacean Committee and Council agreed
that we should continue with the recipe booklets
provided external funding is found. We are
currently in discussions over part-funding with the
Canadian Embassy over a ‘Lobster’ (UK and North
American) booklet and already have 6 recipes for
North American lobsters thanks to Janet Farmer.
Whelk Factsheet
We have now completed the most recent of our 9
nutritional factsheets – whelks!

The SAGB and Seafish are working collaboratively
to provide data to the FSA to ensure that their
forthcoming consumer advice is appropriate. Kevin
Hargin (FSA lead on this matter) attended a recent
Crustacean Committee and echoed this view. It
may be that the FSA maintain their current advice
(eat as part of a well-balanced diet etc) but with a
caveat for young children/babies.
English Aquaculture Strategy
The SAGB has played a pivotal role in the
development of the English Aquaculture Strategy.
The Strategy has been completed in draft and a
consultation document will shortly be published by
Defra.
Gangmasters
Gillian Mills continues to expertly represent the
SAGB on the board of the Gangmasters Licensing
Authority (GLA) and has been pushing for an
exemption for cultivated shellfish from the
regulations. The Director & Assistant Director have
continued this push with the GLA Sponsorship
team at Defra and Walter Speirs has done the
same with Scottish Government through the

Langoustine Nutritional Data
One of the ‘gaps’ in the FSA nutritional values
dataset is an absence of langoustine. Scampi is
present but the analysis includes the breadcrumb
coating. We have secured funding from Seafish to
carry out a comprehensive nutritional analysis of
langoustines and support from the FSA to include
the final results in the official FSA dataset.
Dawnfresh kindly supplied the raw materials for the
analysis and the Institute of Food Research (IFR)
is currently engaged in the study.
The Scottish Fishermen’s Organisation (SFO) has
kindly donated £400 to enable us to develop and
print nutritional factsheets for langoustines based
on the results.
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SAGB Website
We are in the process of getting our website
updated to reflect changes to senior positions
(Chairman etc) and taking the opportunity to make
adjustments based on feedback received. These
include:


Separate ‘Conference’ page with a link to all
previous presentations (these will be hosted
on slideshare.net (an external site) to avoid
data-hosting charges from our web-host);



Scrolling ‘latest news’ service;



New ‘SAGB Insurance’ page



Re-designed homepage to direct visitors to
our ‘products’ such as tasting guides, recipe
booklets, “how to” videos etc.



Revised membership structure.

“How to” Films
Our films have now been viewed over 130,000
times and we have 107 subscribers. The
‘channel’ (i.e. our page) is so popular YouTube
have upgraded our account and we now have
special privileges such as greater editing control.
Furthermore, we have adverts on our channel and
so far we have earned £69. From little acorns……
We received funding for a second suite of films and
have just finished filming “how to” guides for crab,
UK & North American lobster, cold-water prawns,
crayfish, cuttlefish, squid and octopus.
Consultation Responses
The Association has responded to a variety of
consultations during the year including: Wales
Food Strategy, Wildlife and Natural Environment
(Scotland) Bill, CODEX virus consultation, Natural
Environment White Paper, Marine Policy
Statement, FSA foodborne disease strategy, Defra
Food Council and the Sustainable Access to
Inshore Fisheries (SAIF) discussion document, the
proposal to amend Regulation (EC) No. 2074/2005
as regards recognised testing methods for
detecting marine biotoxins in live bivalve molluscs,
secondary legislation for new marine licensing
systems and the national policy statement for
waste water. All our responses can be found on
our website.

The views expressed in our consultation responses
are sometimes acted on: our (and Seafish’s) inputs
into the CODEX virus consultation have been
accepted by the FSA. This will prevent
considerable burdens from impacting on the
cultivation sector in the future. Unfortunately many
members rarely appreciate our successes when
we ‘head off’ problems before they arise.
SAGB Insurance
Now moving into its second year, the SAGB
insurance scheme continues to achieve both
significant discounts for members as well as
delivering a, much needed, revenue to the SAGB.
Discounts of 10% are guaranteed on commercial
combined policies and, more recently a 7.5%
discount on all registered fishing vessels operating
under the Seafish Responsible Fishing Scheme.
However some members have achieved much
higher discounts (up to 55%!!). If you have not
been contacted by our insurer and would like a
quote, please contact David@shellfish.org.uk It
may save you ££££££’s
Regional Cultivator Meetings
No regional meetings have been held recently for a
number of reason including timings, cost and a
perceived lack of demand in certain areas. We
have agreed that, if funding can be obtained, these
will be re-instated and we will aim to hold 4 a year.
Keeping in Touch
If you want to keep abreast of
what the SAGB is doing you can
keep up-to-date via our ‘Twitter’
service on http://twitter.com/sagb
Twitter is a ‘micro-blogging’ site
which basically means we can
write an update and instantly put it on the web.
We continue to send out semi-regular enewsletters to around 230 members with latest
news and information. Please let us know if you
wish to be added to the circulation list.
Revised SAGB Membership Categories
As noted earlier, we have restructured the
membership categories for the SAGB to better
reflect our diverse range of members and to
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encourage new members to join. Below is an
outline of the new categories followed by more
detail on what each category offers.

catcher or grower who is looking for support and
advice and wants a voice then become a catcher &
grower member of the most effective shellfish
organisation covering the whole of the UK.



Catcher & Grower - The SAGB is the voice
of British catchers and growers and can offer
support and advice for all aspects of your
business



SAGBPro - For professionals working with
the shellfish industry



Trade – For those businesses involved in
getting shellfish to consumers.



Restaurateur - This category applies to all
businesses serving shellfish (cooked or
uncooked) to members of the public for
immediate consumption.

Alongside our comprehensive information & advice
and lobbying activities, you will have access to
some exclusive membership benefits which have
been negotiated solely for you and your business
such as the SAGB insurance scheme offering
substantial discounts on all business insurances.
We also offer associate catcher & grower
membership for any association or body
representing or comprising individuals and
businesses involved in catching & growing
shellfish.



Academic - This category applies to those
undertaking research in relation to shellfish.
Student membership is open to anyone
holding a valid NUS card.



Seashore - For like minded people who are
interested in all that shellfish have to offer



International - This category applies to any
individual, body or business having an
involvement with shellfish that is based
outside (but not trading in) the United
Kingdom.

CATCHER & GROWER MEMBERSHIP
Shellfish contribute nearly 50% of the total value of
seafood harvested and landed by UK vessels into
the UK. Cultivated shellfish contribute an additional
£38 million, from over 30,000 tonnes. Despite this,
our industry is often overlooked in discussions and
decisions that can have huge impact.
The SAGB represents the views of those working
in shellfisheries, both wild-caught and cultivated, in
debates with the Government, other users of the
sea and environmental organisations. We are
striving to ensure a more viable and sustainable
future for UK shellfish operations. With the
increasing legislation and financial constraints
facing the industry, our role is more vital than ever.
We represent over 90% of cultivation businesses in
the UK and over 300 individual vessel members.
We are the voice of UK shellfisheries. If you're a

Catcher & Grower Membership costs £250.
Catcher and Grower (Associate Body)
membership costs £500
SAGBPro MEMBERSHIP
The SAGB is the voice of UK shellfisheries. But it’s
not just catchers & growers who benefit from the
specialist information, expertise and support we
offer.
If you are a professional working in shellfisheries
whether in a legal, technical, financial, scientific or
other professional capacity becoming a member of
SAGBPro helps you enhance the service you offer
to your customers.
As a member, you'll have your finger on the pulse
of shellfisheries with access to the latest news and
developments in the sector. SAGBPro membership
is also available to equipment suppliers to the
entire shellfish industry from sea to plate. You'll get
access to comprehensive information and
opportunities to assist you to serve your clients
better as well as some exclusive benefits to save
your business money such as the discounted
business insurance scheme.
You can also get your business listed on our
website and circulated to all members via our
annual hard-copy
SAGBPro business directory . Membership of
SAGBPro is just £250 per year with SAGBPro
(Associate Body) at £750.
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TRADE MEMBERSHIP
The SAGB is the voice of UK shellfisheries. But it s
not just catchers & growers who benefit from the
specialist information, expertise and support we
offer.
We work with our Trade members to ensure their
views are represented at the highest levels within
Government, the European Commission and the
European Parliament. We also work closely with
regulators to ensure that your concerns are fully
understood, whatever the issue.
By being the first point of call for policy makers we
are well placed to influence the regulatory and
legislative process. We also work with the media to
ensure that the supply chain's position is known on
the issues of the moment.
We are actively involved in crisis management and
that means when things go wrong we are best
placed to help Trade members understand the
issues and how they may impact their businesses.
For example we ensured the UK Food Standards
Agency took a pragmatic and proportionate
response to the Commission decision on cadmium
in crab meat. We also act as a catalyst in bringing
together producers, processors, buyers and sellers
and offer a free service whereby requests for
products can be circulated to all our catcher &
grower members.

‘how to’ events and promotion of your restaurant
on our online Good Shellfish Guide.
Furthermore as a Restaurateur member, you will
have access to a database and advice on
sustainable fisheries and farms that supply the
food industry, be entitled to use the SAGB logo on
your menus and promotional materials, receive
assistance with developing promotional material
and get access to SAGB s own literature.
You will also receive advice on legislation that
affects the shellfish industry and have input to
lobby the regulators and Government on matters
that affect you. As a member, you will have an
input into the products you want to see readily
available for your business and you will receive a
Membership Certificate for display at your business
which
demonstrates
your
support
for
environmentally responsible shellfisheries.
Access to our substantially discounted business
insurance scheme guaranteeing a minimum
discount of 10% on existing policies could well
cover your subscription.
Restaurateur membership only costs from £90
per annum.

Trade membership costs £500 a year

ACADEMIC MEMBERSHIP
The SAGB is the voice of UK shellfisheries. But it s
not just catchers & growers who benefit from the
specialist information, expertise and support we
offer.
RESTAURATEUR MEMBERSHIP
The SAGB is the voice of UK shellfisheries. But it s
not just catchers & growers who benefit from the
specialist information, expertise and support we
offer.
We will work with our Restaurateur members to
provide advice and support to help you navigate
the spectrum of shellfish issues, including
sustainability and storage/handling tips, access to

SAGB academic membership is an individual
membership available for education and research
professionals working to advance the field and
shape the future of shellfish and shellfisheries.
As an academic member, you are an important link
between the research community and the industry.
The SAGB can assist you by providing access to
members of the industry (including catchers,
growers, hatcheries and the supply chain),
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identifying industry partners for grant proposals,
offering Knowledge Transfer Partnership (KTP)
opportunities and identification of industry issues
for project work.

Our International Membership is aimed at any
individual, body or business having an involvement
with shellfish that is based outside (but not trading
in) the United Kingdom. International members will
benefit from detailed information about the UK
shellfish industry, details of suppliers and importers
and opportunities to formally link up on
international projects (such as the INTERREG
programme).

All of which should assist you to demonstrate the
wider impact arising from your research - a key
feature of the new Research Excellence
Framework (REF) set to replace the Research
Assessment Exercise (RAE) in 2014.

International
annum

Furthermore you will receive invitations to SAGB
Committee meetings and our Annual Conference
for the dissemination of your results direct to
industry regulators, Government advisers and
policy makers. Academic members can be secure
in the knowledge that they are contributing to the
security and the sustainability of the shellfish
sector.

membership

costs

£100

per

The final feature of the new membership structure
is that it provides opportunities for individuals to
purchase life membership at a cost equal to fifteen
annual subscriptions (at the rate applying to them).
Retired individuals who have been paid up
members for at least five years, will qualify for a
reduced annual subscription of £75.

Academic membership costs £100 per annum
with a reduced student membership for NUS
card holders at £25

Notes:

SEASHORE MEMBERSHIP



SAGB Seashore membership is open to anyone
that shares a passion for
shellfish whether you want to
know more about shellfisheries
or just like eating shellfish.

A public body, institution, other organisation or
company will be required to nominate a single,
named representative for voting at meetings.



All categories of membership (other than Seashore and International members who will not,
by definition, be members of the United Kingdom shellfish industry), will be eligible for
Council membership and election as Officers.
This will include the designated nominee of a
public body, institution, etc.



Upon application (renewable annually), a concessionary subscription rate at half the applicable rate will be available to a small Associate Body or to a small Grower and Catcher,
Trade or SAGBPro business that can demonstrate that its annual turnover does not exceed
£150,000.



Life Membership can be purchased by an individual in the Grower and Catcher, SAGBPro,
(not SAGBPro Associate Body), Academic or
Seashore categories of membership for a sum
equal to fifteen annual subscriptions (at the
current rate).



Retired membership is available (on permanent retirement) for an individual in the Grower
and Catcher, SAGBPro or Academic categories of membership (following five consecutive
years of membership in that category) at the
annual rate of £75.

This category applies to
individuals only and applies to
any individual not qualifying for
any
other
category
of
membership
who
has
a
personal interest in shellfish
and/or wishes to support the
activities of the SAGB.
The SAGB actively supports the sustainable
development of the UK shellfish industry from sea
to plate. Your Seashore membership can help us
push this further.
Seashore membership costs £50 per annum
INTERNATIONAL MEMBERSHIP
The SAGB is the voice of UK shellfisheries. But it s
not just UK members who benefit from the
specialist information, expertise and support we
offer.
Increasingly we are working at an international
level on issues such as ocean acidification, global
standards and assisting members with export and
import markets.
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Our “Great British Oyster Tasting Guide” app is now
available for iPhones

Visit our app site
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SAGB Committee Dates – 2012
By date
Friday 3rd February
th

Friday 17 February
th

Friday 16 March
th

Tuesday 27 March

Mollusc Committee

10.45am

Technology & Training Committee

10.45am

Crustacea Committee

10.45am

Council

11.00am

th

Mollusc Committee

10.45am

th

Crustacea Committee

10.45am

st

Mollusc Committee

10.45am

Technology & Training Committee

10.45am

Crustacea Committee

10.45am

Friday 13 April
Friday 15 June
Friday 21 September
th

Friday 5 October
th

Friday 26 October
th

Tuesday 20 November Council

11.00am

By Committee
Mollusc Committee
Mollusc Committee

Friday 3rd February

10.45am

th

10.45am

st

Friday 13 April

Mollusc Committee

Friday 21 September

10.45am

Crustacea Committee

Friday 16th March

10.45am

th

10.45am

Crustacea Committee

th

Friday 26 October

10.45am

Technology & Training

Friday 17th February

10.45am

Crustacea Committee

Friday 15 June

th

Technology & Training

Friday 5 October

10.45am

Council

Tuesday 27th March

11.00am

Council

th

Tuesday 20

November

11.00am

SAGB 43rd Annual Conference Tues 22nd & Weds 23rd May 2012
Annual Dinner Tuesday 22nd May
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Membership Category

Further Description and Comments

Annual Subscription

Grower and Catcher

A business involved in the harvesting of shellfish from the wild or
engaged in any form of shellfish aquaculture. The same subscription will be payable regardless of whether the business is run as a
sole trader, a partnership or a company.

£250

(Business)

An individual member who is under 26 on the subscription/renewal
date will pay a reduced subscription.

£25

An association or body representing or comprising individuals and
businesses involved in the harvesting of shellfish from the wild or
engaged in any form of shellfish aquaculture.

£500

SAGBPro

An individual or business serving the shellfish industry in a legal,
financial, technical, scientific or any other professional capacity.
The same subscription will be payable regardless of whether the
business is run as a sole trader, a partnership or a company.

£250

SAGBPro

Applying to:

£750

(Associated Body)

(i) An Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority;

Grower and Catcher
(Associated Body)

(ii) A government department or other public body;
(iii) An environmental organisation;
(iv) A research organisation having an involvement with shellfish;
(v) Any other group or body working with or for the shellfish industry
Trade

(i) A business (other than one which qualifies as a Restaurateur –
see below) involved in the shellfish supply chain between those
who harvest and cultivate shellfish and the members of the public
who are the ultimate buyers and consumers. The same subscription will be payable regardless of whether the business is run as a
sole trader, a partnership or a company.

£500

A business, as above, with a turnover in excess of £5 million
(whether or not it is a public listed company) will pay three times
the standard subscription.
£1,500
Restaurateur

This will apply to a businesses serving shellfish (cooked or uncooked) to members of the public for immediate consumption.
The same subscription will be payable regardless of whether the
business is run as a sole trader, a partnership or a company.
A public listed company will pay twice the standard subscription.

Academic

£90 (£45 for second and
subsequent establishments)

£180 (£90 for second and
subsequent establishments)

This applies to individuals only.
An education or research professional working to advance the field
and shape the future of shellfish and shellfisheries.
Student membership is open to anyone holding a valid NUS card.

£100

£25
Seashore

International

This applies to individuals only.
An individual not qualifying for any other category of membership
who has (or wishes to develop) a personal interest in shellfish and/
or to support the activities of the SAGB.

£50

An individual, body or business having an involvement with shellfish that is based outside (but not trading in) the United Kingdom.

£100

